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PRESS RELEASE–FOR IMMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION

Embrace Your Child’s Itch to Stitch with Fashion
Works Summer Sewing Camps

After a year of online learning, kids everywhere are itching for a fresh learning adventure.
Help them ditch those devices for hands-on design camps they’ll love! Registrations are

now open for Fashion Works’ weeklong sewing camps.

New Jersey, June 2021 —- Fashion Works is thrilled to share that its 2021 fashion sewing
summer camps are now open for registrations. The camps, which take place throughout July
and August, are the perfect way to keep your young ones entertained in an enriching and
creative environment this summer.

Children between the ages of 5 and 12 are invited to explore their creative side during these
hands-on sewing courses where they will learn how to create two stylish projects from scratch.
The camp is designed both for beginners and returning students. All camps will start with a full
review of the sewing machine, basics of sewing safety, fabric and using patterns. Following
hours of careful guidance by our trained instructors, your children will present their finished
masterpieces at a fashion photoshoot.

Fashion Works is a creative education provider that seeks to open opportunities for learning and
healthy self-expression to young children right in their community. They bring a fresh
“edu-tainment” approach to children’s out-of-school time, providing learning experiences that
allow them to make and grow in a fun and encouraging environment.

Understanding some of the struggle that children face to feel confident and develop their unique
abilities, founder Tenin Baba Ndanani created Fashion Works as a space for individual and
educational growth: “I wanted to alleviate the pressure children face to discover their true self by
providing a creative environment that would inspire and empower them to explore new talents
and develop their natural gifts.”

The summer camps begin June 18th and run weekly, Monday – Thursday, at a cost of $170
(including $20 for the price of materials). There are morning and afternoon sessions available.
The camps will be limited to 8 students per week to maintain a Covid-safe learning environment.

You can find more information about camps in your area today at: https://www.fashionworks.co.

About Fashion Works
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Fashion Works is a creative education provider that offers “‘edu-tainment” inspired arts
programs for children ages 5 to 12. Founded in 2015i, the company was created with the
two-fold aim of inspiring children to develop their talents and empowering women to take control
of their futures by running their own successful home-based businesses.
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